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Weddings are always different and there can not be the same ones. But there are

characteristics that divide the weddings into several types. Civil weddings take place

in the local authority office, while a destination one demands some travelling from

the fiancé, fiancée and their guests. A double wedding unites two couples at once,

while elopement is an unexpected act of marriage. Mass weddings have a ceremony

when many couples marry at once, while there are weddings, where the bride and the

groom are of the same sex. But the most popular today are themed weddings, when

all the wedding preparations and procedures are dedicated to one topic.

First and one of the most important things to choose is a dress. If to speak about

traditional dresses they are white and chic, but there are many other extraordinary

dresses to match the gown of the groom. Each wedding has its unique decorations,

so you should find a variant for you, as nowadays there is such a great choice of

them, especially for themed weddings. And evaluate you possibilities as sometimes it

is impossible to create everything yourself, so you can turn to specialists so that all

the trifles were taken into account.
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A Fairytale Castle Wedding
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